
Exciting lineup of upcoming
Midland Authors programs

Kevin Davis won a Peter Lisagor
Award in May for Best Feature Series for
a series published in the ABA Journal
called “Marked for Life,” about the barri-
ers and struggles that formerly incarcerat-
ed people face when returning to their
communities. ... Christine Taylor-Butler
was interviewed by CBS Boston on June
5 about the value of educating children

through literature and
exposing children to
books featuring posi-
tive racially diverse
characters. ... W.
Nikola-Lisa writes to
say, “For almost a year
I’ve been doing a deep
dive into the history of
astrology with the
intention of writing a

book about its various uses and abuses.
Then COVID-19 struck. I continued read-
ing and writing until mid-May, at which
point my intended project seemed futile.
So I shelved it and turned to a new proj-
ect: two visual poems (a combination of
text and black-and-white photographs)
that respond to the times, especially the
Black Lives Matter movement. It is
scheduled for release, under the title This
We Pray | Sea of People, in early
September (See Literary Latest, Page 3).
So, how do you cope? Make things rele-
vant.” ... After reading the obituary of
Midland Authors
member Robert
Hellenga (Literary
License, August,
2020), former Chicago
Tribune Mobile
Product Manager
Matthew McGuire
wrote, “About 10
years ago, I was sell-
ing an acoustic guitar online and Robert
Hellenga sent me an email to see if he
could check it out in person. He wanted
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BY GREG BORZO

The Midland Authors’ Sept. 8 author
event will feature Rick Perlstein
discussing his new book,

Reaganland: America’s Right Turn, 1976-
1980. It will be at 6 p.m. by Zoom only,
as the Harold Washington Library Center
in Chicago is not holding any in-person
presentations through the end of this year. 

New York Times best-selling Perlstein
recently got a big write-up in the A&E
section of the Chicago Tribune. This
speaks to his stature as an author and will
help generate interest in our program. 

Please plan to participate and spread
the word about this event through all of
your contacts. 

It should be a very enjoyable, informa-
tive and entertaining event. And timely,
as well, with all the talk of politics in the
air.

Looking ahead, Oct. 13 will feature the
2020 Midland Authors award winners as
a panel, moderated by Marlene Targ
Brill.

Nov. 10 will feature Jill Long
Thompson discussing her new book, The
Character of American Democracy. 

These two events (October and
November) may have to be by Zoom
only, but let’s hope we can hold them at
the Cliff Dwellers – as well as by Zoom. 

Finally, other author events that were
previously in the queue before the pan-
demic will be held in 2021: a panel of
children’s authors and “Singing in the
Rain: The Definitive Story of Woodstock
at 50” by Gerry Plecki in conversation
with Wally Podrazik.
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‘AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE’

Richard Cahan and Michael
Williams, who co-curated a current pho-
tography show at the Chicago History
Museum, finding a lost archive, connect-
ing the history museum to the archive,
helping raise money for it and designing
the show (See Literary License, August
2020), have a new book out: Barack
Obama: Uncommon Grace (CityFiles
Press, Aug. 4, 2020). 

Cahan tells Literary
License: “CityFiles is
publishing its first
exclusive ebook on
Aug. 4. It’s been an
amazing experience
because ebooks offer
us more space (this
book is 340 pages), a
higher resolution and
an incredible new
timetable. We finished
it a few weeks ago, and
it should be available
via Amazon on Aug. 4.
It's actually thrilling.

“This book is based
on photos by Pete
Souza and the other six White House
photographers. We've incorporated hun-
dreds of  quotes by Obama, which we
sneaked into captions and quote boxes. It
has close to 300 photographs, many never
before published in books. It's more than
a portfolio of pictures. We've tried to cap-
ture Obama's humanity and humility in
words and pictures.”

Richard Cahan

Michael Williams

‘TIME FOR A NEW TELLING’

Midnight in Vehicle City: General
Motors, Flint, and the Strike That
Created the Middle Class (Beacon Press,
Feb. 2, 2021) is Edward McClelland’s
latest book.

McClelland writes to say, “Everett
Ketchum, a close friend of my family's,
was one of the last surviving Sit Down
Strikers. He died in 2013, at age 98, but I
got to talk to him about the strike a few
years before that. Everett worked at
General Motors for 39 years, and did
very well for himself as a tool-and-die
maker. His career exemplified how the
United Auto Workers raised its members
to the middle class. 

“There was a book about the strike
published in 1969, by University of
Michigan history professor Sidney Fine,
but I thought it was time for a new telling,
since this is a very different moment in
the history of Flint, the auto industry, the
labor movement and the middle class.”

From Penguin Random House:
“Midnight in Vehicle City is the dramatic
story of how workingmen defeated a
major industrial power. ... Through new
stories of strikers and archival research,
McClelland reminds readers how shared
prosperity can only be achieved through
intervention and how the legacy of the
Sit-Down Strike can guide our under-
standing of the increasing economic dis-
parities in the U.S.”

‘PERSONAL AND INSIGHTFUL STORIES’

Dan Burns tells Literary License, “The
idea for the story “Grace: Stories and a
Novella (Chicago Arts Press, Oct. 25,
2019), which is in my new story collec-
tion, was inspired by a chance meeting.

“I arrived at my office one morning and
was about to unlock the door when I
noticed my neighbor down the hall hav-
ing difficulty opening his apartment door.
It appeared he’d had a rough night and
was struggling to get his key into the
deadbolt. 

“He was successful on his third attempt
and staggered into his apartment. I fig-
ured he’d have some explaining to do. As
I sat at my desk, I couldn’t stop thinking
about my neighbor and his predicament.
Where had he come from? Why was he
drunk at eight o’clock in the morning?
What did his wife say? What was his
explanation? The encounter intrigued me,
so I wrote a poem that I hoped would
provide some answers. Later that morn-
ing, I had completed a poem titled,
‘Grace,’ which I soon realized was just
the beginning of the story.

“After reading the poem, I felt the story
idea had merit. It piqued my curiosity. I
also thought I'd created more questions
than I'd answered. I couldn’t stop think-
ing about the couple in the poem. I could-
n’t stop thinking about him. I thought

Turn to Page 3
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about him walking out on his wife at the
end of the poem and wondered where he
went.

“I needed to find out. I needed to
understand how his story continued and
ended. I knew he was going to the bar to
figure out his next move, which was per-
fect – I’d fill the bar with a cast of char-
acters to help him understand and deter-
mine his future. Over the next two years,
I developed the story into a play for the
stage, and then into the novella that I
included in my new book.”

From the publisher: “Five stories and a
novella highlight Burns’ range as a story-
teller and his ability to see life and all its
emotions through a unique lens. This col-
lection features his most personal and
insightful stories to date.”

‘PROFOUNDLY MOVING DEBUT NOVEL’

The Seventh Mansion: A Novel (FSG
Originals, Sept. 8, 2020) is the latest
book by Maryse Meijer, who was on a
Midland Authors panel on Sept. 11, 2018.

Meijer tells Literary License: “I was
inspired to write The Seventh Mansion
because I was interested in the world of
radical environmental activism. I think
many people feel overwhelmed by the
ongoing process of environmental
destruction. The hard limit of mass
extinction is a curious thing to be aware
of in day-to-day life, and I was curious
about those who really live with a con-
stant awareness of this limit, people who
are trying to respond daily to the call to
protect aspects of the natural world most

‘SPRINGBOARD FOR DISCUSSION’

W. Nikola-Lisa has written This We
Pray | Sea of People (Gyroscope Books,

of us take for granted.
“I wanted to write a romance that

broadened the notion of what it is possi-
ble to love, to feel how it might be possi-
ble for love to flourish in the midst of
overwhelming violence and death. My
protagonist, Xie, is a teenaged boy trying
to figure out his relationship to nature, to
animals, to family, to friends, even to his
enemies; he finds comfort in his relation-
ship with the relic of a Catholic saint,
Pancratius, whose bones he steals from a
nearby church. 

“Exploring the intimacy he experiences
with the bones and spirit of the saint
helped me think through the idea that
connecting with and seeking to protect
nature might be a form of romance rooted
in ideas about justice and our relationship
to the non-human Others with whom we
are so vitally connected.”

Publishers Weekly wrote: “Meijer’s
sharp, enjoyable debut novel is a bil-
dungsroman that develops the themes of
loneliness, sexuality, nature, and violence.” 

to see it midday during the week, a time I
was usually in the office. This wasn't
going to work. Or would it? A quick
‘Robert Hellenga’ Google search told me
he was ‘one of the most widely praised
novelists in America.’ He had a ‘rare and
shimmering intelligence.’ One of his
books was the only novel Acoustic Guitar
Magazine ever reviewed. I wanted to
make it work. I invited him to stop by
Tribune Tower. I would just need to bring
the guitar with me to work that day and
figure out where he could strum a few
chords. Thankfully, Ann Landers’ old
fifth-floor office was available and some-
what distanced from the newsroom. A lit-
tle guitar playing inside wouldn't disrupt
anything. Robert timed his visit to coin-
cide with a trip to the Illinois Holocaust
Museum. His daughter had worked on a
special exhibit there, and he was going to
the grand opening. That day, after check-
ing in with security, Robert and his wife
met me at the elevators, and we walked
over to the office. After a few laughs with
his wife about the ‘demo room,’ Robert

Turn to Page 4
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played the guitar for a bit and quickly
said he’d buy it. We spent the next little
while chatting about music while sitting
on the office’s dark-green velveteen
couches. On his way out, he gave me his
2002 novel Blues Lessons and a copy of
the positive review that had run in the
Chicago Tribune. (‘... a potent narrative
about the lives people make out of broken
expectations.’) But never mind all the
great book reviews. In my short time with

him, I could see
Robert was a nice,
funny guy. He had a
good rhythm with his
wife. He was a sup-
portive dad. Pretty
good blues guitarist,
too.” ... John
Raffensperger writes
to say, “If anything,
enforced staying at

home should enhance book writing,
which after all is simply sitting down at
the desk and writing and writing and
rewriting and then rewriting again. The
main problem with writing is finding an
agent or a publisher. I am now mainly
writing medical history for the journal
Hektoen International, a journal of med-
ical humanities.” ... New City’s 2020 list
of Who Really Books in Chicago has
added a hall of fame that includes Stuart
Dybek, Jonathan Eig, Eve Ewing,
Gillian Flynn, Angela Jackson, Alex
Kotlowitz, Daniel Kraus, Rebecca
Makkai, Joe Meno, Simone Muench,

Audrey Niffenegger,
Sara Peretsky, Lori
Rader-Day, Kathleen
Rooney, Megan
Stielstra, Marcus
Sakey, Scott Turow
and Sam Weller. This
year’s list includes
Rosellen Brown,
Erika Sanchez,

Natalie Moore, Timuel Black, Samira
Ahmed, Margaret Davis Ghielmetti,
Rick Perlstein, Maryse Meijer, Rita
Woods and Tracy Clark. ... Gail
Lukasik will be one of the featured
speakers at the GeneaQuest 2020
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Sept. 17, 2020, See Biblio File, Page 1)
and Please Don’t Say An X Word
(Gyroscope Books, Jan. 21, 2020).

Nikola-Lisa tells us: “Please Don’t Say
An X Word is one of those books that just
popped out of me. That’s often how it
works: I’m thinking about one thing and
something else emerges. 

“I’ve long lamented the loss of rich
vocabulary (read a letter from the 19th
century, and you’ll quickly see what I
mean). I’m also disturbed by the truncat-
ed, and ofttimes malicious, language used
in today’s pop culture. Put the two
together and you get Please Don’t Say An
X Word, an excellent springboard for a
discussion about appropriate language
usage with upper elementary and middle
school students.” 

From the publisher: “W. Nikola-Lisa,
author of the award-winning Bein' With
You This Way, urges us to reflect on 
how we talk to each other, at the same
time encouraging us to explore the
incredible beauty and richness of lan-
guage.”

UNDERSTANDING HOOSIERS

To Be Hoosiers: Historic Stories of
Character & Fortitude (The History
Press. Feb. 3, 2020) is the latest book by
Ray Boomhower.

Here’s how Boomhower explains the
back story to the book: “Throughout its
history, Indiana has been seen by many,”
noted journalist John Bartlow Martin
said, as ‘a bucolic place inhabited by
pleasant, simple, neighborly folk.’ It was
a state where a radical thinker like

Eugene Debs, Hoosier union organizer,
writer, lecturer, and five-time presidential
hopeful for the Socialist Party, could
maintain close friendships with some of
the richest men in his hometown of Terre
Haute, as well as with a man considered
as the prototypical Hoosier, poet and
Midland Authors member James
Whitcomb Riley.

“This ‘Indiana idea,’ as Martin called
it, contains a ‘good deal of myth,’ and
also masked from view the less desirable
aspects of the Hoosier character, includ-
ing a time in the 1920s when the Ku
Klux Klan under D.C. Stephenson con-
trolled state government. Although the
‘Indiana idea’ has undergone a metamor-
phosis, as rural and agriculture has been
supplanted by urban and industrial, those
ideas still have a powerful hold on the
way in which Hoosiers view their past.
‘Like any myth,’ Martin noted, ‘it has
some truth in it.’

“One question about the state always
seems to linger in the back of the minds
of visitors: ‘What is a Hoosier?’ Since its
John Finley’s poem ‘The Hoosier’s
Nest,’ popularized the term when it was
published on Jan. 1, 1833, speculation
about the origin of Hoosier has run ram-
pant. It remains the top question I am
asked whenever someone from ‘away’
learns that I have lived my entire life in
the 19th state.

“The final answer to ‘What is a
Hoosier?’ may never be determined, but
there are, at least, ways to understand the
character of those from the state by
examining, as I do in this collection,
events and people from the past I have
written about during my more than 30
years involved in Indiana history. I have
come to share Kurt Vonnegut's senti-
ment: ‘I don’t know what it is about
Hoosiers, but wherever you go there is
always a Hoosier doing something very
important there.’ ”

LITTLE-KNOWN STORIES

Tales of Forgotten Chicago (Southern
Illinois University Press, July 24, 2020),
Rich Lindberg's 20th book, is a collec-
tion of 21 short stories probing little-
known aspects of city history from the
Civil War period up through the midpoint
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of the 20th century.  
Lindberg writes to say, “I sidestepped

the familiar and well-traveled ground of
Al Capone, the 1893 World’s Fair and
Jane Addams to uncover and reveal hid-
den gems built into the history of people
and city events: some famous, others
mostly forgotten by the passage of time.

“The stories run the gamut from indus-
try and invention (Elisha Gray of Chicago
arguably the rightful inventor of the tele-
phone – not Alexander Graham Bell) to
crime and punishment (the first police
woman in Chicago hired as a result of the
murder of a young factory girl in the
1880s and the subsequent execution of
the first African American in Chicago);
Wrigley Field before the Cubs and its for-
gotten builder Charles Weeghman; to the
colorful and melodramatic tale of the Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Carter and their society
divorce.  

“Mrs. Leslie Carter went on to become
one of the great stage actresses of all
time. The Leslie Carter story mirrors
Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie and
could have conceivably inspired Dreiser
in his plot development.”   

FIRST YOUNG ADULT BOOK

Martha Miller's latest book, Me
Inside, a lesbian, young adult, mystery
with a romantic subplot, will be released
by Sapphire Press on Sept. 1, 2020. 

Miller tells Literary License her books
are known for their dark humor and gen-
uine, believable characters. 

“Readers will often find a strange but
loving grandma in my books – the same

‘OH, THE HUMANITY’

The Hidden Hindenburg: The Untold
Story of the Tragedy, the Nazi Secrets,
and the Quest to Rule the Skies by
Michael McCarthy will be published by
Lyons Press on Sept. 1. 

McCarthy has this to say about his new
book: “ ‘Oh, the humanity!’ The Hidden

grandma I had growing up,” said Miller,
who has written four other mysteries,
although this is my first young adult
book. 

“When I retired in 2016 from teaching
freshman English, I not only missed the
classroom, but my students as well. I
observed that young people like series
books. So, when I planned Me Inside, I
had a trilogy in mind. This is the first of
the three, and I have a good start on the
second.

“Me Inside is about Jeannie Baker, a
15-year-old, whose father is murdered,
and she is sent to live with her grandma
that she never liked. She and her best
friend Ruthie decide to try to find out
who killed her father not realizing how
dangerous that is, as the murderer comes
after her.”

Conference: Frontiers in Genealogy.
Although this year’s two-day conference
will be virtual, 100% of the sessions will
be presented live. Gail will discuss White
Like Her on Saturday, Sept. 12 from
11:30 to 12:30 p.m. She'll also host a vir-
tual table meeting from 12:45 to 1:15. ... 
Juan Cole’s website “Informed
Comment” recently published a new story
by Dan Dinello, “American Nervous
Breakdown: Super-Spreader Trump and
His Deranged Cult
Infect Us All with
Their Toxic Lunacy.”
... Robert Marovich’s
article “Remembering
Triad Radio – Where
the Usual was
Unusual,” was fea-
tured in the July 23
issue of the Chicago
Reader (the Books Issue, no less). The
article was a brief history of Chicago's
influential Triad Radio broadcast on
WXFM-FM during the 1970s and the
birth of free form radio. ... Burt Levy
writes to say, “The radio-play format
audiobook version of my novel The Last
Open Road was named best motoring
book of 2019 by both the California-
based American Auto Racing Writers and
Broadcasters Association and the Detroit-
based Automotive Heritage Foundation.
In both cases, it’s the first win ever for
either a work of fiction or an audiobook.
Reviews have been exceptional and sales
have been better than decent considering
the pandemic’s impact on in-store retail
and event-based merchandising. The book
version, first intro-
duced in 1994, is now
in its 10th hardcover
printing. It has
spawned five (soon to
be six) sequels and is
on the recommended
reading list at several
high schools, colleges,
libraries and book
clubs.” ... On Aug. 29, Barbara
Gregorich said she is starting Draft No. 3
of her latest novel, hoping to finish it by
October. ... Andrea Beaty’s Iggy Peck,
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Hindenburg began a little over a decade
ago, when I taught journalism history at
Columbia College. Semester after semes-
ter, I played the famous, staticky record-
ing of the radioman hyperventilating into
his microphone as the Hindenburg erupt-
ed into flame.  

“As I listened over and over, the
recording haunted me, and the voice of
that man, Herb Morrison, seemed to call
to me, over the decades, and ask: What
happened? I decided to plow into that
old, cold case, to see if I could figure out
what did happen. It took me four years,
but I got to the bottom of it.

“I also recorded a three-episode podcast
to accompany the book.”

From the publisher: “One of the great
untold stories of World War II, The
Hidden Hindenburg at last reveals what
caused the famous disaster –  and the
duplicity that hid the truth for decades. ...
Along the way, [McCarthy] found a tale
of international intrigue, revealing a
whistleblower, a cover-up, and corruption
on two continents.”

A BOOK THAT EVOLVED

A virtual book launch will be held
Oct. 1 with Women and Children First
Books for Brave(ish): A Memoir of a
Recovering Perfectionist (She Writes
Press, Sept. 15, 2020), by Margaret
Davis Ghielmetti.

Ghielmetti writes to say: “After the
2016 elections, I felt motivated to push
back against the political climate of ‘the
other is bad’ as that has not been my
experience – living on four continents

Turn to Page 9

and visiting nearly 50 countries! I started
out writing a book of travelers’ tales (and
mis-adventures) but – as my book unfold-
ed – it became clear that I was, in fact,
writing a memoir. I had feared it was too
late for me to become an author, so it was
a great relief to me to realize that you
can’t actually write a memoir without
having lived some life. Brave(ish)
evolved as I realized I wanted to inspire
others that it’s never too late to fulfill
your creative dreams. Better late than
never, I say!”

From the publisher: “At 40, Margaret
quits her sales job to follow her hus-
band’s hotel career to Paris. She’s setting
sail on this adventure with a glass half
full of bravery, a well-traveled passport, a
journal in which she plans to write her
novel, and the mentally ingrained Davis
Family Handbook of Rules to Live By.

“Everyone tells Margaret she’s living
the dream, but she feels adrift without a
professional identity.”

ALL-NEW BOOK

Robert Loerzel tells us this about his
new book, Walking Chicago: 35 Tours of
the Windy City's Dynamic Neighborhoods
and Famous Lakeshore (Second edition,
Aug. 11, 2020).

“Wilderness Press approached me about
writing a second edition of Walking
Chicago, a 2008 book by Ryan Ver
Berkmoes. Walking around the city is one
of my favorite pastimes, so I eagerly took
on the project, which turned out to be an
all-new version of the book featuring 35
walks (and a few mini-walks) covering
all of Chicago's sides. 

“On Twitter, I'm known for posting
photos of things I notice on my strolls
around the city, ranging from murals to
manhole covers. After seeing those

tweets, some people seem to think that
I'm constantly walking –  which is cer-
tainly not the case. In the course of writ-
ing the book and taking photos for it, I
discovered some corners of Chicago that
were new to me, including Wolf Lake
down along the Illinois-Indiana border
and the North Branch Trail, out at the
city's opposite corner.

“It was challenging to figure out what
to include – not only which neighbor-
hoods, but also which sights within those
neighborhoods – but I hope my book will
serve as a sampler of interesting places to
walk in Chicago.”

From the publisher: “Grab your walk-
ing shoes, and become an urban adven-
turer. Long-time Chicagoan Robert
Loerzel leads you on 35 unique walking
tours in this comprehensive guidebook.”

LOTS OF HOT DOGS

The Aug. 23 Chicago Tribune said
Dennis Foley ate more than 50 hot dogs
a day for 50 days for his new book, No
Ketchup: Chicago’s Top 50 Hot Dogs and
the Stories Behind Them (McBride &
Roche Press, Sept. 1,
2020).   

From the publisher:
“In No Ketchup, you'll
find Chicago's Top 50
Hot Dogs along with
the inside scoop on the
mom and pop owners
who slap the mustard
on the bun. No matter
where you're at in the Chicago area, this
guidebook serves up hot dog wisdom and
will direct you to the nearest location for
a top-notch dog with plenty of snap.
Keep it in the glove box.”

Dennis Foley
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INSIDE A GEEK’S HEAD

Lynn Voedisch’s latest book is Sound
Rise (Story Plant, Sept. 29, 2020).

Voedisch writes to say, “I had been
reading a book about ancient Egyptians
and there was one oddball theory that they
raised their blocks for the pyramids by
sound, because no one can agree on how
it was possible pull all that weight up ramps
or whatever. Ramps would have to be
bigger in mass than the stones them-
selves. And there’s no evidence of any
ramps that were taken down. Sonic levi-
tation was supposed to be a lost technolo-
gy. I wondered about that for a long time
and came up with this story. I also wanted
to get inside the head of a geek  and how

HONEST EXCAVATION 

Of Act Like You’re Having a Good
Time (Sept. 15, 2020), Michele Weldon
writes to say, “I have been writing personal
essays for newspapers, magazines and dig-
ital sites for more than 40 years; longer if
you count my stories in my own newspa-
per, The Juvenile Journal, that I copied and
mailed to 50 subscribers when I was 10.

“The 16 essays in this book are divided
into three parts: Life, Work and Meaning.
I find that at my age, 62, I realistically
have more behind me than ahead, and I
was seeking to do an honest excavation
into larger questions about what matters.
And specifically, if I matter. I wanted the
book to be at times light, yet a deeply
honest and vulnerable inquiry that others
could appreciate at a tumultuous time in
history when it seems the world is up for
grabs. The title comes from what my late
father said to the six of us growing up if
we complained. ‘Well, then, just act like
you're having a good time.’ Not bad advice.”

Midland Authors member Rebecca
Sive wrote, “Michele Weldon has written
a graceful, poignant, and wise collection
of essays exploring the issues so many
women examine as they age and their
lives change. Weldon’s interweaving of
her personal history with her observations

he relates to the normal world.”   
From the publisher: “Derek Nilsson is

an elite programmer toiling away at
BitJockey.com while he spends all of his
available time in pursuit of an enigmatic
and possibly world-altering trove of data
that has disappeared off the grid. When a
message comes through his computer
claiming to have all of the answers Derek
seeks, he has no choice but to go where
the voice leads him.”

on contemporary American politics, cul-
ture, and family life make Act Like You’re
Having a Good Time a very special read.”

RACING TO UNCOVER THE TRUTH

D.M. Pirrone’s new book is Promises
to the Dead (Allium Press of Chicago,
Aug. 18, 2020). D. M. Pirrone is the nom
de plume of Diane Piron-Gelman, who
co-led the Midland Authors’ April 9, 2019
program.

From the publisher: “As Chicago
recovers from the Great Fire of 1871, the
Civil War continues to haunt its residents.
What begins for Detective Frank Hanley
as the simple case of a missing railroad
clerk escalates into something much more
complex. Ezra Hayes, who has made a
daring escape from forced servitude on a
Louisiana sugar plantation, brings to
Chicago proof of nefarious doings in the
South. His information implicates the
missing clerk’s employer, a major shipper
of sugar. As Hanley struggles to untangle
the web of circumstances surrounding the
railroad’s role in the clerk’s disappear-
ance, Rivka Kelmansky faces a personal
struggle. Her brother is pressuring her to
marry a young man from her tight-knit
Jewish community, but she dreams of
forging a new life with Hanley. When her
mulatto sister-in-law is wrongfully
accused of murder, Rivka turns to Hanley
for help. Facing opposition on multiple
fronts, they must race to save Ada’s life
and uncover the shocking truth.”

Publishers Weekly wrote: “[E]ngross-
ing. ... Pirrone dramatically highlights the
racism, corruption, and greed that marked
post–Civil War America through the tra-
vails of her heroic characters. Readers
will hope to see more of Hanley and
Rivka soon.” 

‘YOU GO GIRL’

Barb Rosenstock’s Fight of the
Century: Alice Paul Battles Woodrow
Wilson for the Vote (Calkins Creek, Feb.
25, 2020) was on the Aug. 17 New York
Times list of titles “Updating the ‘You Go
Girl’ Book Collection.” Kirkus Reviews
called it “A lively, inspiring depiction of
an indomitable fighter for women's rights.”
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Architect and Rosie Revere, Engineer
were among San Antonio’s KSAT Aug. 7
list of “17 picture books you’ve never
heard, but your kids will love.” ... Ann
Bausum’s With Courage and Cloth:
Winning the Fight for a Woman’s Right to
Vote was listed in August among the New
York Public Library’s “Essential Reads on
Feminism” for kids and teens. ... April
Pulley Sayre’s 2014 book Rah, Rah,
Radishes!: A Vegetable Chant is one of
six titles in the Rockford (Illinois) Public
Library’s Storybook Walks this summer.
Also, her 2016 book Squirrels Leap,
Squirrels Sleep is part of this summer’s
Crawford (Ohio) County’s Storybook
Trail. ... On Aug, 29, WORLD News
Group called Gloria Whelan’s Listening
for Lions “engaging with a bit of mys-
tery.” ... Arnie Bernstein contributed to
James Finn Garner’s “Inside for Indies”
effort to help independent bookstores (See
Literary License, June/July 2020). ... On
Aug. 17, Rick Kogan wrote in the
Chicago Tribune, “You should consider
diving into” Charles N. Billington’s
2019 book Comiskey Park's Last World

Series: A
History of the
1959 Chicago
White Sox.” ...
The Aug. 23
(suburban
Chicago) Daily
Herald ran a
story head-
lined:
“Baseball Way
Back: A look at
some White
Sox history

with Rich Lindberg.” Also, on Aug. 16
Rich discussed and signed his new book
at Centuries & Sleuths Bookstore in
Forest Park, Illinois. ... In August, The

National Book Review included Kathleen
Rooney’s Cher Ami and Major
Whittlesley on its list of “5 hot books.” ...
The White Heron Theatre Co. in
Nantucket, Massachusetts, is creating a
series of radio dramas based on Blue
Balliett’s 1990 book Nantucket Ghosts. ...
Christoph Irmscher wrote “ ‘The
Butterfly Effect’ Review: Silk, Shellac
and a Rush of Cochineal” for the Aug. 7
Wall Street Journal. ... The Aug. 16
Arkansas Democrat-Globe wrote about
David Treuer’s Midland Authors award-
winning The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee.
... On Aug. 27, zocalopublicsquare.org
interviewed Jonathan Eller. ... The July
9 Baltimore Sun quoted Jon Teaford. ...
Jim Daniels’ poem “Wild Country” is
part of the poetry walk at the Besser
Museum for Northwest Michigan through
Sept 7. ... The Aug. 25 Wisconsin State
Farmer published “A Walk in the Woods”
by Jerry Apps. ... The American Planning

Association has released a podcast Jim
Schwab recorded with Dr. Monica
Schoch-Spana of Johns Hopkins on com-
munity planning and pandemics. ... David
Witter spoke on Aug. 29 on Chicago’s
WGN-Radio about his book Oldest
Chicago. ... The Aug. 26 Santa Barbara
Independent said David W. Blight, author
of a Midland Authors award-winning
biography of Frederick Douglass, “is
equal to the complexity and stature of the
subject.” ... Jonathan Eig wrote the op-
ed “The NBA’s short playoff halt was the
sports world’s boldest push for racial jus-
tice in decades” for the Aug. 27
Washington Post. ... On Aug. 29, good-
menproject.com wrote of Linda Gartz’s
Redlined, “If there were any more awards
stickers on the cover of this book, you
couldn’t see the title.”

Follow Biblio File on Twitter
@BiblioFile_SMA
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Dues cover mailings and other organi-
zational expenses, but the Society always
needs additional money for programs, such

as the awards at the annual May book awards
banquet. Thanks to Ted Anton, Catherine
Browder, Michael Fedo, Thomas Fris-
bie, Dan Gerber, Eldon Ham, Robert
Harder, D. Leigh Henson, Grove

Mower, Milton J. Nieuwsma, Robert
Remer, Dick Simpson, Carl Smith,
Jane Smith, Sharon Solwitz, Margaret
Graham Tebo, Scott Turow and John
Wasik, who made recent contributions.

Literary Largess

Emily Clark Victorson’s Allium
Press of Chicago (motto:
“Rescuing Chicago from

Capone ... one book at a time”) has
three well-received new titles. 

One is D.M. Pirone’s Promises to
the Dead (See Literary Latest, Page

7). The others are
Never Walk Back
by Adam J. Shafer
(Oct. 13) and
Death on the
Homefront by
Frances McNamara
(Dec. 15).

Kirkus Reviews
wrote: “In his
debut novel, Shafer

deftly sets Ruth and Augustus on a
collision course, each aiming for
glory; Augustus may marshal the

machinery of wealth and power
against Ruth, but she will use her wits
to restage that battle. ... A compelling
showdown between honor and ambi-
tion set against an exciting historical
moment.” 

Publishers Weekly has written,
“McNamara ... proves, if anyone was
asking, that librarians make great his-
torical mystery writers.”

Allium Press has three new titles

Emily Clark
Victorson
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This is Part 39 of the history of the
Midland Authors. Here are some of the
memorable moments from Midland
Authors programs over the years. 

‘Idon't think poems have messages,
exactly. They are experiences. And
they dramatize experience,” poet

Edward Hirsch told an audience of about
100 at an SMA meeting on April 16,
2013, at the Cliff Dwellers. So why did he
decide to become a poet? “You could take

the muck and mire of
your own life. You
could take the messy
things in your own life,
the difficult experi-
ences that you didn't
understand and try to
turn them into some-
thing,” he said. 

“ ... If you turned
them into something that you thought was
beautiful, that seemed noble to me. I
aspired to that. And I thought this is a
way to spend your life, to try to take your
experiences and transform them into
something that will stand apart from you.
That will try to live alone when you are
not there to explain it.”

“A tradition of the Midwest is that
everyday people are
really connected to lit-
erature,” poet Marc
Kelly Smith, founder
of the Uptown Poetry
Slam, said when he
emceed the SMA
awards dinner on May
14, 2013, at a Holiday
Inn in Chicago. “In the
Midwest, we write

about our place – it's not high-falutin', it’s
really down to earth.”

Accepting the adult
nonfiction award that
evening for his book
You Were Never in
Chicago, Neil
Steinberg commented:
“The genius of
Chicago is ... there is
something here for

everyone. If am I proud of one thing in
this book, I didn't say this is the best
Chicago, or this is the true Chicago or this
is the only Chicago. I said this is my
Chicago. You are allowed to go out and
find your Chicagos,
and you can live these
wonderful lives here
and find the things
that you think are
interesting.”

“I've always known
that ... poetry could
solve, could heal,
could bring truth and respite where some
other methods couldn’t,” said Roger
Bonair-Agard, as he accepted the SMA's
poetry award for his book Bury My
Clothes on May 13, 2014, at the Cliff
Dwellers. 

“For me, including descriptions of
weather is the making of mood,” Stuart
Dybek said at an SMA meeting on Nov.
11, 2014, at the Cliff Dwellers. “The writ-
ers I've been very attracted to in the 20th
century have frequently been writers who
hung on to that whole notion of mood. …
There are just so many great writers of
place. 

“You think of all the great writers
Chicago is known for. How do you evoke
an urban landscape beyond the names of
the streets? A lot of it is just evoking the
urban landscape. It could be any city with

some of the descrip-
tions. That fact that you
have already called it
Chicago and given it
Chicago street names
now has that kind of an
effect where the reader
is participating. … you
don't put weather in a
piece unless the weath-

er is what T.S. Eliot in a very academic
term called the objective correlative. ...
What Eliot says is the way a writer writes
is you don't say, ‘I am so lonely.’ You
make loneliness. And the way you make
loneliness is you find an object that corre-
lates to loneliness and you create that
object.”

I’ve always known
that ... poetry could

bring truth and respite
where some other
methods couldn’t. 

“

‘We write about our place’

”

Marc Kelly
Smith

Edward Hirsch

Neil Steinberg

Roger Bonair-Agard (left) and Stuart Dybek

Literary
Lore

Robert
Loerzel
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Note from the SMA Board of Directors: Members of the Society of Midland Authors are encouraged to nominate authors  from
our 12-state region who have published with a recognized publisher. The nominations will be considered by the SMA board at its
next meeting. The 12 states are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio,
South Dakota, Wisconsin. The nomination form is below. Send it to Society of Midland Authors, P.O. Box 10419, Chicago, IL  60610.

You can also email it as a PDF to Membership Secretary Thomas Frisbie at tomfrisbie@aol.com.



Society of Midland Authors
P.O. Box 10419
Chicago IL 60610

Address Service Requested
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Jane Anne Morris, a decades-long
member of the Midland Authors and also
a corporate anthropologist and activist,
died of ALS in Madison, Wisconsin, on
May 28, 2019, at age 65.

Ms. Morris was author of Gaveling
Down the Rabble: How "Free Trade" Is
Stealing Our Democracy (The Apex
Press, 2007) and Not In My Backyard:
The Handbook (Silvercat
Publications, 1994), which was
based on her work on energy
issues in Texas during the
1980s. She also she wrote sev-
eral chapters in Defying
Corporations, Defining
Democracy (The Apex Press,
2001). Before her health failed,
she had been researching a
book on the history of the
Supreme Court.

Hubert R. Fowler of Austin (Texas)
Community College wrote of Not In My
Backyard, “The finest writing on this
topic since Saul Alinsky.”

In its November/December 2008 issue,
Literary License reported: “Jane Anne
Morris did an eight-day California book
tour in August to promote her new book,
Gaveling Down the Rabble: How ‘Free
Trade’ is Stealing Our Democracy. She
did book readings at Four-Eyed Frog
Books in Gualala, Copperfield’s Books in
Sebastopol, Mendocino Book Co. in
Ukiah, Avid Reader Bookstores in
Sacramento and Davis, and the Gallery

Bookshop in Mendocino. Morris
also spoke in the Post-Petroleum
Tent at Solfest in Hopland, Calif.,
on ‘Why a Green Future is
“Unconstitutional” and What To
Do About It,’ and gave other pub-
lic talks in Fort Bragg, Monterey
and Point Arena. While in
California, she also did numerous
radio interviews, including
Deborah Lindsay’s ‘Tomorrow

Matters’ program on KRXA.” 
Ms. Morris was active in anti-war,

women's and environmental struggles in
the 1970s. 

She graduated with distinction from

Cornell University with a degree in
anthropology and philosophy in 1974,
then received masters and doctoral
degrees in anthropology from the Univer-
sity of Texas/Austin in 1978 and 1987.

According to her website, she was
author of several issues of Rachel’s
Democracy and Health News (formerly
Rachel's Environment and Health Weekly)
including “HELP! I've Been Colonized
and Can't Get Up” and “Fixing
Corporations: Legacy of the Founding
Parents” (1996). 

She also was co-founder of the
Community Rights Movement. Activist
Curt Hubatch wrote she argued activists
should “stop battling one corporate harm
at a time – almost entirely through the
dead-end regulatory and zoning process –
and instead focus on the work of disman-
tling the corporate so-called constitutional
‘rights’ that allow corporations to harm us
in the first place.”

Ms. Morris was a dedicated member of
the Society of Midland Authors. In 2013,
she wrote to say, “SMA’s work is much
appreciated.”

Jane Anne
Morris

Final Chapters


